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Overview 
 

This standard is about preparing an accurate dressing plot and using it to 

prepare costumes and accessories in a way that makes the dressing process 

easier. You will assist performers to dress and change costumes during the 

performance.  

 

This standard appeared in V2 Technical Theatre NOS as TP22 
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Performance 
criteria 
 
You must be able to: 
 

 

 

 

P1 select the costumes and associated items required for each performer 

according to the relevant costume breakdown for the production. 

P2 compare costumes with the costume breakdown to check your selection 

meets requirements. 

P3 obtain permission from the relevant person(s) prior to taking the required 

costumes from the wardrobe, where necessary. 

P4 establish that costumes and associated items are in a condition 

appropriate to production requirements. 

P5 inform the relevant person immediately when costumes are not available, 

or in an unacceptable condition. 

P6 carry out sewing/ laundering/ ironing as advised by the relevant 

person(s) in accordance with instructions and which ensure the 

costumes are in a condition that meets requirements. 

P7 clarify costume changes needed and prepare a personal dressing plot for 

each performer you will be working with. 

P8 assemble and check the costumes needed by performers. 

P9 lay out assembled costumes in a mode, dressing order and usage 

sequence, which assists the performers and minimises disruption to 

others. 

P10 lay out costumes are safely and securely between performances, and 

advise the relevant person accordingly. 

P11 ensure items to assist the dressing, mending and general care of 

costumes are available for use when required. 

P12 identify the performers that you will be working with during the 

production. 

P13 identify which costumes will be required by which performer and for 

which scene they will be required. 

P14 maintain a means of noting a personal dressing plot in sufficient detail. 

P15 explain to performers in a professional manner the costumes they will be 

required to wear and the sequence. 

P16 discuss the dressing requirements with performers and identify any 

costume difficulties that could cause; discomfort to the performer, 

implications or problems to the performance. 

P17 Implement solutions to such difficulties agreed by the relevant person(s). 

P18 confirm costume alterations required with the performer and the relevant 

person(s). 

P19 check that clothes or costumes that the performers will need to change 

into are ready for use. 

P20 check that the costumes that are provided to performers; 

P20.1 are those required for that scene 

P20.2 are ready for use, meet performance requirements 

P20.3 are presented in the condition required 
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P20.4 are stored or moved appropriately 

P21 ensure that timescales for dressing and changing are met, assisting the 

performer where appropriate. 

P22 notify the relevant person(s) promptly where items or accessories are 

missing. 

P23 prepare costumes for their return to the relevant storage area. 

P24 store performers' personal items in a secure area and inform the relevant 

person(s) when you are holding performers' personal valuables. 

P25 note any servicing or repairs needed prior to the costume's next use and 

report this to the relevant person(s). 

P26 make basic repairs or alterations to costumes if appropriate. 

P27 pass more complex repairs or alterations onto the alterations workroom 

with the relevant details, dates required, details of production and name 

of the performer. 

P28 ensure that costumes are protected when they are not in use. 

P29 provide alternative clothing for performers between changes, where 

appropriate. 

P30 maintain and keep costumes clean as required. 
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Knowledge and 
understanding 
 
You need to know and 
understand: 
 

 

 

 

 

K1 the contents of the script and the implications of the script for costume 

requirements. 

K2 the production information relating to costume requirements (costume 

breakdown). 

K3 the importance of being aware of different costume styles and overall 

look in relation to key periods. 

K4 the performers that you will work with during the production. 

K5 the costumes that will be required, by whom and when. 

K6 who is the relevant person(s) to advise you of the following; costume 

requirements, condition required, appropriate repairs and alterations to 

be undertaken. 

K7 time allowed for dressing performers. 

K8 how to prepare a personal dressing plot and what it should contain. 

K9 how to check that costume requirements are met. 

K10 dressing and removal requirements of costumes. 

K11 what to do about difficulties for performers' with their costumes. 

K12 who is the relevant person(s) to agree costume amendments. 

K13 what factors might intrude or disrupt performers and how to avoid that. 

K14 where to look for damage that may have occurred to the costumes. 

K15 the items required to maintain costumes. 

K16 how to perform basic sewing, laundering and ironing tasks. 

K17 how to carry out simple repairs to costumes. 

K18 the accompanying accessories that will be required. 

K19 how to maintain costumes throughout the production. 

K20 how to prepare costumes for travel. 

K21 how to prepare costumes for their return to storage. 

K22 how to protect, maintain and clean costumes. 

K23 how to move and store costumes to ensure their protection from damage 
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